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Forward

This report describes the work performed on ACTC project # 1-5-25950-37 entitled "An
Object-Oriented Model for Building Design and Construction", which was funded by the
Advanced Construction Technology Center at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

This project was a small initial effort addressing the much larger, more ambitious goal of
developing a flexible data model that will serve to integrate the design and construction
industry participants. This project did not intend to develop a CAD environment; the intent
was to develop a concept for a data model, based on object-oriented programming, that
would serve to further guide system and model development.
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Abstract

This report describes an architecture for a building modelling environment that represents the

functional and spatial decompositions of a constructed facility. The architecture, based on

object-oriented methods, consists of collections of functional and spatial objects describing

the various levels of functional and spatial decomposition of a building; the interrelationships

between these objects are represented via several types of constraints - functional, spatial

and form-function constraints. The benefits of this model, as opposed to more traditional

CAD building models, is that information other than geometric and material properties is

represented; this model is capable of identifying the physical objects (geometry, location and

material), how they fit into functional systems within the building, how their functional attributes

are influenced by form and other functional systems, and of which abstract spaces (rooms,

floors, etc) they are a part. Although small portions of this architecture have been

implemented to test the concepts described in this report, implementation of this modelling

environment has yet to be completed. ',
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1. INTRODUCTION

The fragmentation of our national construction industry has been well documented and given

much of the blame for the decrease in its productivity and ability to compete in foreign markets

[6]. Many believe that the solution to decreasing productivity of the construction industry is

automation - of design, management, and construction activities. While the automation of

specific tasks within the process will improve productivity, it is not a complete solution.

Although the automation ot many tasks within the building design and construction process is

in progress (systems now exist that assist with the preliminary design of the structure[10], the

detailed design of a structure [41, and the verification of design standards [2], to name a few),

these systems represent "islands of automation" and still do not contribute to an integrated

solution to the design and construction process. At this point, several questions to ask are:

"What does integration mean?" and "Why is integration a necessary goal for improving

productivity in the construction industry?"

1.1. What Is Integration?

Instead of giving a definition of integration, a performance-based definition of an integrated

environment is presented. An integrated decision-making environment would provide to each

of the participants of the building design and construction process:

1. access to all of the decisions (i.e., results of design) about the design/construction
process made to date, from which a participant can acquire information required for
him to do his task;

2. the ability to retrieve, or ask in a fairly responsive fashion, why certain decisions made

by upstream participants were made and if there is any room for negotiation (maybe
only the iaLier part is rea iy important 1f one has access to the actual designer); and

3. the ability to ask, again in a fairly responsive fashion, if the decisions made by a
participant appear to be reasonable to downstream participants (for example, getting a
contractors opinion about constructibility problems);

Note that the above described definition cf integrated decision making does not mention the

computer. The key idea, in all three steps is communication - communication of decisions,

communication of which decisions are negotiable, and communication of foreseen problems

between decisions and downstream considerations.

1.2. Why Is Integration a Necessary Goal?

The benefit of this improved communication between participants is not the elimination of

iteration (which step 2 helps make easier), but the elimination of needless backtracking that

could have been avoided with better communication mechanisms. All participants will be able

to make much more informed decisions, where the information on which they are basing
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decisions comes from upstream participants (previous design decisions), midstream

participants (decisions being made concurrently that may conflict), and downstream

participants (constraints or identified violations presented by downstream participants

reviewing the current design activity). Hence, an integrated environment essentially connotes

an environment supporting communication of large amounts of information. Communication

supports more informed decision making, which reduces iteration (but does not necessarily

eliminate it). Reduced iteration, especially between the design and construction stages, leads

to a higher productivity.

One of the major problems with current CAD systems is that they represent what the building

looks like (quite well, in fact), but do not capture any other information about the building,

such as the functional aspects of its subsystems nor the interrelations among these various

systems. In fact, they sometimes serve to confound integration by restricting the information

communicated among the participants. Thus, what is needed is a richer model of building

information that serves to improve the communication among the participants by representing

more than just geometric information in a form that is usable by all participants. The above

described model does not exclude the use of non-coinputer-based models, but because of

the amount of information that must be communicated, a computer environment is felt to be

the only possible solution. The inverse of this point (and part of the reason CAD has not

improved the productivity of the construction industry as was promised) is that so far we have

been using the computer and its information processing capabilities as a "silicon substitute"

for the paper-based drawings that communicated information for thousands of years before

the computer. Hence, at this point a vital question to ask, which happens to be the essence of

this research project, is: "What information needs to be represented (in the computer), and

hence transferred from one participant to another?"

1.3. What Information needs to be Communicated?

It is true that every piece of building information need not be made visible to all other

participants; on the other hand, certain groups of participants could make good use of each

others detailed decisions (e.g., HVAC, plumbing and electrical designers). Hence, the

architecture of a building model on which the integration of the participants can be based

(shown in Fig. 1.) must consist of multiple levels of building information, where the inner-most

model contains information fundamental to all participants (such as geometric, material, and

functionality information) and the outer-most level contains information that is important to

more than one participant. Note that this architecture is an extension of the KADBASE global

model concept, described in [5], where the computer systems supporting various participants

communicate with the appropriate databases through a single global model.

Object-Oriented Building Model - Final Report - March, 1989 5



Computer System Model of Information
• , Fundamental to All

Supporting AEC , AEC Participants
Participant

Model of Information Global Model
Important to only a Few
AEC Participants

Figure 1 - Building Model Architecture

This report describes a project whose objective was to determine the content of, and develop

an object-oriented model of, the core of the building information model shown in Fig. 1.

Hence, this project focused only on representing the information that was felt to be important

to all participants in the building design and construction processes. While other information is

important to several participants, such as the activities derived and used to schedule the

construction process, representation of this type of information was not addressed in this

project.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1. Applicable Previous Work

In f1], Eastman defines a general organization for an integrated design database. According

to Eastman, "The most convenient general conceptual organization of a project database is as

a description of entities and their composition. [1]" He goes on to state that the representation

of entities and their attributes alone is not sufficient for design; in addition to the entities, both

functional and spatial compositions must also be represented because the individual parts

may not represent the attributes of the composition, referred to a "emergent properties" by

Eastman [I). Hence, a more complete description consists of the entities, the functional

composition and tht3 spatial composition. The conceptual model that Eastman developed for

structuring design information is termed an abstraction hierarchy. The research described in
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this paper is an attempt to extend the abstraction hierarchy approach described in [1], and

apply it as the organizational structure for the conceptual global model of a building.

Law also describes t" , application of the abstraction hierarchy approach to the representation

of building design information in [9]. In that work, he describes a three part model made up of

the following three parts: a topological hierarchy, a structural hierarchy and an architectural

hierarchy. While being a correct and complete set of hierarchies for architectural and

structural design, they do not form a complete model that would support all agents in the

building design and construction process.

Keirouz developed an object-oriented (described in the next section) building model for use in

robotic construction planning, that is in many ways similar to the model developed in this

research. The model consists of functionally and spatially interrelated physical objects [8].

Each object maintains information about its geometry, non-geometric attributes, and its

function within the sa,,e object. However, functional systems were not explicitly represented

as objects and only existed implicitly as a set of interrelated objects. Keirouz places both

functional and spatial relationships between two physical objects in what he calls a connection

object.

Fenves, et al., developed an Integrated Building Design Environment (IBDE) that integrates

several previously developed standalone knowledge-based systems that addressed the stages

of building design: spatial layout, preliminary structural design, detailed standard-driven

design, and construction planning [3]. The processes communicated in two ways: through

status messages and a global building model. The global building model is a frame-based

representation of the building, where the frames may represent very high-level abstractions

(e.g., building) or very detailed descriptions of components (beami). The global model

developed for the IBDE is intended to capture the relevant information known bout the building

design that is used by downstream participants or critics. Note, however, that no mention of

how geometry is dealt with in this model was mentioned, it can only be assumed that it was

treated parametrically, i.e. as slots in frames. At certain levels of abstraction, this form of

geometric representation is adequate. However, for a more detailed description of geometry,

a more powerful representation is needed - such as boundary representation.

KADBASE (Knowledge Aided Database Management) is a prototype system for interfacing

knowledge-based expert systems (KBESs) with database management systems (DBMSs)

developed by Howard and Rehak[5]. The objective of KADBASE is to provide a flexible,

knowledge-based interface in which the multiple databases can communicate as independent,

self-descriptive components within an integrated engineering CAD system environment

operating in a distributed computing environment.
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In KADBASE, mappings between KBESs and DBMSs are divided into semantic mappings

between data representations and syntactic mappings between data manipulation languages.

" Semantic mappings - mapping between data representations is a semantic
transformation. The individual KBES may use different organizations for equivalent
data or represent the data at different levels of abstraction. KADBASE integrates the
dataspace of the KBESs through a global model based on frames or schemata. A
semantic mapping consists of three parts: the local data representation, the
expression of local data in the global model, and the global model.

" Syntactic mappings - mapping between database manipulation languages is basically
a syntactic translation. This is essentially the concept of translating between one query
language and another. KBES data requests are translated into a global syntax from the
local syntax and then translated into the local syntax of the database management
systems possessing the required information.

The KADBASE architecture consists of three principal components as shown in Figure 2. and

described below.

* Knowledge-Based System Interface (KBSI) - a part of each KBES. It formulates the
queries sent to, and processes replies sent from, the network data access manager
(described next). It possesses knowledge of the local data model and performs the
syntactic translations for queries and replies.

" Knowledge-Based Database Interface (KBDI) - an intelligent front end for a standard
DBMS. It accepts queries from the network data access manager and returns the
appropriate replies. Like the KBSI, it possesses knowledge of the local DBMS schema
and handles syntactic translations of queries into local syntax.

" Network Data Access Manager (NDAM) - the actual interface between the KBESs and
the DBMSs. It receives, translates into the global data model, and decomposes
queries from the KBSIs, issues queries to the KBDIs, and formulates the replies to the
KBSIs in the context local data model.

2.2. Object-Oriented Modelling Techniques

Object-oriented programming (OOP) is a programming methodology, and not a specific

language. The basic building block of an object-oriented program is an object, a collection of

data and methods for manipulating that data. The only method of communication between

one object and another is message passing; one object sends a message to another object to

provide a pier"- of data or execute a method (procedure or function).

In object- ;.-, '!d environments, everything is an object. Objects can represent concepts,

physical objects, processes, etc. In all cases, the object possesses a set of attributes and

method. Attr'.,,tes represent data about the object; methods represent processes that the

object is capable of performing. Attributes and methods are usually both represented as slots

within the object. Other objects can access these slots, but only by sending a message to the

Object-Oriented Building Model - Final Report - March, 1989 8
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Figure 2 - KADBASE Architecture

object that "owns" the data or method. In addition, the attributes of an object may also have

descriptive information, such as range or type. This information is stored in facets that are

associated with the slots. Figure 3 shows the typical structure and an example of an object. In

that example, the first three slots store declarative information about the constraint object,

such as its expression or status. The "Expression" and "Status" slots have facets that

restrict the values that the slots can have. The last slot stores the evaluatable form of that

object, plus has a facet that can be messaged to generate that form from the expression

stored in the "Expression" slot.

A common practice in object-oriented programming is to develop templates for types of

objects, commonly called class objects. These class objects usually possess attributes,

attribute values, method names, or methods that are common to several more specific

objects. If these more specific objects are themselves templates for other even more

specific objects, they are called subclass objects. Objects that represent an instance of a

class or subclass object are called instances. For example, beam#2 could be an instance of

the object wide-flange-beam, which is a subclass of the object steel-beam, which is a

Object-Oriented Building Model - Final Report - March, 1989 9



ObjectName Constraint # 1

SlotName: SlotValues is-a: ConstraintObject
FacetName: FacetValue Expression: (fa-act <= Fa-fun2)
FacetName: FacetValue Type: Pascal-like expression
FacetName: FacetValue

Status: satisfied
SlotName: SlotValues Type: atomic symbol

FacetName: FacetValue Range: (or satisfied violated binding)
FacetName: FacetValue
FacetName: FacetValue EvaluatableForm:

Compute: ParseExpressionMethod

Figure 3 Example of an Object

subclass of the object beam. The object beam is called the parent of steel-beam, and

steel-beam is the child of beam. These parent-child relations are important because in most

object-oriented programming environments, children automatically inherit attributes and

methods from parents. For example, all instances of the object ConstraintObject, like

Constraint #1, will inherit the slotnames "Expression", "Status" and "EvaluatableForm", and

their facets, from the object ConstraintObject. Through inheritance, it is possible to represent

information at an appropriate level of object generality and have all more specific instances of

objects inherit that information, thus reducing redundancy of information.

Another feature of object-oriented programming environments is the concept of a demon or

active value, which basically watches a slot value and executes a method when that value is

added, changed, or erased. These demons are also referred to as procedural attachments.

This feature of object-oriented environments is especially suited for the expression and

propagation of constraints.

Hence, the key ideas of object-oriented programming are that objects possess attributes and

methods, can inherit attributes and methods from other objects, and communicate with each

other (i.e., get data or execute an object's method) only by sending messages.

3. INFORMATION CONTENT OF CORE BUILDING MODEL

As was described in the introduction to this report, one objective of this project was to

determine the fundamental information requirements of the various participants of the design

Object-Oriented Building Model - Final Report - March, 1989 10



and construction processes. By fundamental information requirements, we refer to

information that is usable by a large number of the participants in the building design and

construction process. For example, while both construction managers and contractors will be

concerned with the activities with which the building will be constructed, few other participants

in the process are directly concerned with this information and thus it should be relegated to

an outer layer in the model rather than within the core. The kinds of information deemed

fundamental and belonging within the core model are described below.

1. The form, location, and orientation of all of the physical objects comprising a building.
This requirement stems from the fact that a building is a physical object, made from
smaller physical objects, and all physical objects have finite volume and uniquely exist
at a spatial location and orientation.

2. Related to the first category, all physical objects are composed of some material.
Hence, the material composition and properties of the physical objects are considered
fundamental pieces of information. Cost estimators, structural engineers, and
construction process planners all use material information.

3. A hierarchical decomposition of the space within a building and an identification of the
physical components within, or bounding, that space would be used by almost all
design and construction participants. In fact, spaces such as floor space, rooms,
hallways, etc., may be conceived of before the physical objects that define them.
These types of spaces are often used as grouping mechanisms and referred to by all
participants.

4. A hierarchical decomposition of the functional systems within a building would be
generated by designers and referred to by construction and facility managers; the
functional systems can be further subdivided into functional subsystems, which
themselves can be further subdivided. At some point, a primitive function (such as
"beam") can be assigned to a physical object (object having spatial and material
properties) within the building. In this way, the physical objects comprising the building
can be categorized according to the functions they perform - i.e., of which functional
systems and subsystems are they a part. This treatment facilitates the representation
of multiple functional views over the same set of physical objects.

5. The relationships between the subsystems of one system (say HVAC) and the
subsystems of another system (say power distribution) would be extremely useful for
concurrent designers to represent their expectations of the other and would be useful
for construction managers in determining dependencies which affect construction
activity identification. In other words, how are physical objects functionally and
spatially related? For example, if an HVAC system increases in size, how does it affect
the structural system?

The functional decomposition of a building and the interrelation of the subsystems would be

very useful for designers; it would permit them to know how the designs of other designers

were intended to function. It is vital that construction planners and constructors know what the

designer functionally intended with the collection of physical objects he has produced as his

design - i.e., what functions do they perform and what and how are they related? Just as an
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example, if given only the geometry and material of a wall in a building, a facility manager is

unable to determine if it is a load bearing wall or not. If, on the other hand, the wall is

represented as being part of a higher level structural system intended to resist gravity forces,

such a mistake is much less likely to happen. This functional information is not obvious from

just looking at the geometric and material descriptions.

Hence, the information content of the core building model should consist of the form, location

orientation, and composition of the physical objects in the building, an identification of their

function and how that function combines into larger functional systems, and an identification

of the spatial decomposition of the building that is eventually defined by the physical objects.

4. OBJECT-ORIENTED BUILDING MODEL

Once it was determined what information should be represented within the core of the building

modelling environment, the second objective of this project was to determine how that

information could be represented using object-oriented methodologies.

4.1. Core Model Architecture

In order to meet the representational objectives of the core model as described in the previous

section, an object-oriented model is proposed that consists of seven major types of objects:

1) objects for describing the functional primitives, functional subsystems and functional
systems that are present within an building;

2) objects for describing the functional interrelationships between the attributes of one
functional system and the attributes of another - functional constraints;

3) objects for describing the spatial primitives (space that is undivided and composed of
a single material) and composite volumes (aggregations of spatial primitives),
including objects for describing the features (surfaces, edges and vertices) of these
spaces;

4) objects for representing more abstract spaces within the building, such as floors,
rooms, halls, wings, sections, etc., called spatial systems and subsystems;

5) objects for describing the spatial interrelationships between the features of one spatial
primitive and the features of another spatial primitive - spatial constraints;

6) objects for describing the interrelationships between functional system attributes and

spatial system attributes - form-function constraints; and

7) objects for describing various materials out of which building components are made.

As described previously, an object is a collection of slots that represent either attributes or

methods that can be performed by the object. A model of a specific building is constructed by
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defining instances of predefined functional system objects, creating instances of spatial

objects, and defining a variety of constraint objects that relate the functional and spatial

attributes of the objects composing the building.

4.2. Functional System Objects

Buildings are composed of many functional systems that support all of the intended functions

of the building, such as protection, comfort, lighting, performance of specific tasks, etc.

These functional systems are composed of subsystems that are eventually composed of

primitive functional objects, such as a beam. Each of these functional system hierarchies

represents a different functional perspective of the building. For example, the structural

engineer looks at the superstructure, which may be comprised of frames that are at the lowest

level made up of steel sections. This is his perspective of the building, but not that of the

HVAC engineer or anyone else. The HVAC engineer views the building as a collections of

ducts, compressors, HVAC loads, etc. Hence, a functional description of a building can be

described hierarchically where the higher levels describe the major functional systems that

exist within the building and the lowest levels in the hierarchy describe the functional primitives.

4.2.1. Functional Primitives

Functional primitives are objects for which no further functional decomposition is practical,

such as a beam, column, or pipe. Functional primitives are combined to form higher-level

functional subsystems. The functional primitives composing a functional subsystem, besides

being related to the subsystem, are interrelated to each other. This interrelationship is

captured in the model proposed through the use of functional constraints (described in a later

section).

These functional primitives possess attributes (represented as slots in the functional primitive

objects), which are used to characterize their function. For example, a beam would have

functional attributes such as magnitude and location of maximum deflection, the magnitude

and location of maximum shear stress, and so on. Note, that any geometric attributes are not

stored in the functional description of the functional primitive; these attributes are captured

through the use of spatial primitives (described in a later section). Hence, only attributes

relating to the function of a functional primitive are present within functional primitive objects.

To describe a functional primitive present within a structure, an instance of a functional

primitive object (provided as part of the modelling environment) is created. The instance of

the functional primitive object inherits all of the functional attributes defined for the functional

primitive. These attributes, however, gain values that are specific to the building being

modelled.
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4.2.2. Functional Systems and Subsystems

As stated in the previous section, the functional systems are composed of functional

subsystems, which are eventually composed of functional primitives. For example, the

superstructure is composed of a lateral load resisting system and a gravity load resisting

system, each of which are composed of other subsystems such as franes or shear walls.

Hence, the functional systems and subsystems all have one attribute, components, which lists

the components that make up the functional system. In this attribute are stored the

subsystems and/or functional primitives that together make up the functional system.

A functional system may also have other functional attributes for which the value is depencent

on the functional characteristics of its components. For example, the load carrying capacity of

a frame is derived from the load carrying capacity of its members and their connections. Tilis

relationship between functional system attributes and the functional attributes of their

components is again represented through constraints. As functional attributes of its

components change, so must the dependent attribute of the fuhctional system.

In addition to the relationships between functional systems and their components, it is also

possible that one functional system may be interrelated to another functional system or

systems. For example the load carrying capacity of a superstructure must be related to the

load carrying capacity of the underlying foundation system. This type of relationship can also

be represented using functional constraints.

4.2.3. The Complete Functional System Description

From the two types of functional system objects (functional systems and functional primitives),

it is possible to represent the functional decomposition of a building. The "string" that ties

these objects together into a complete functional description is the component attribute of

functional systems and the use of functional constraints to define the interrelationships

between the functional primitives, between the functional primitives and their aggregate

functional system, and between functional systems. This hierarchical functional

decomposition of a building is illustrated in Fig. 4.

As shown in Fig. 4, functional constraints may be written between the attributes of

components and an attribute of a functional system thus representing a relationship between

the system and its components. If any of the component attribute values change, the attribute

value for the functional system changes. However, if the attribute of the functional system

changes, the previously defined constraints are insufficient to determine how to modify the

underlying component attributes. For example, the load carrying capacity of a frame is related

to the load carrying capacities of its constituent beams and columns; if a beam or column
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Figure 4 - Functional System Representation

load capacity is changed, the load carrying capacity of the frame is modified by the constraint

linking component capacities to frame capacity. However, if the load carrying capacity of the

frame is modified (say by some functional relationship to another functional system), how are

the capacities of the components modified? There are a variety of ways in which the

components can be modified to meet the new frame load carrying capacity specified. Hence,

additional constraints stating which attributes of which components must be modified, and

how, must be specified; these constraints thus link the attribute of the functional system to

specific attributes of the components of the functional system. Note that the constraints being

discussed thus far are unidirectional constraints, either in the direction from component to

aggregation or from aggregation to component. Unidirectional constraints will be defined for

the spatial system, as well.

4.2.4. The Usefulness of a Functional Decomposition

With a functional decomposition as described above, what could be inferred? One of the key

uses of such a functional decomposition will be to provide a functional model through which the

effects of changes in functionality can be inferred. By having the functional systems related to

their components and to other functional systems, changes to the functionality of a component

or a functional system can be propagated (via constraint propagation) to other functiona,

systems and components. Such a model provides a powerful representational foundation on

top of which could be built systems to assist in design and, more importantly, facility
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renovation and modification. With the number of buildings that exist today that are in need of

modification and renovation, having a model of the existing functional systems and their

interrelationships would measurably assist in the tasks of modification and renovation.

4.3. Spatial System Objects

We have described how a building can be decomposed into its constituent functional systems

and subsystems. Another way in which a building can be decomposed is spatially. The space

within a building can, like the functional decomposition, be hierarchically decomposed into

more and more detailed descriptions of space. At the lowest level of decomposition are

spatial primitives - space that is not further subdivided and composed of a single material,

such as steel or wood. From these spatial primitives, or their surface features, are composed

the next level in the spatial decomposition, called composite volumes. All of the physical

objects in a building are either spatial primitives (e.g., concrete block) or composite volumes

composed of spatial primitives (reinforced concrete beam). The composite volume is used to

represent an aggregation of primitives composed of various materials, e.g., a reinforced

concrete column. Finally, spatial systems and subsystems represent the highest levels of

abstraction for the description of spatial decomposition within a building (i.e., floors, wings,

rooms, etc). Spatial system objects are used to parametrically describe an abstract space

(i.e., length, width, height, or floor area) and to identify the spatial primitives and composite

volumes that are within that abstract space.

4.3.1. Spatial Primitives and Features

The space within a building can, at the lowest level of decomposition, be thought of as

"pieces" of building space that are unique in the three-dimensional space that they occupy

and the material comprising them. These "pieces" are called spatial primitives. Spatial

primitives thus describe the three-dimensional geometric properties of the space that they

occupy and the material that occupies that space.

The geometric description of an object is achieved through several levels:

1) a complete three-dimensional solid model of the object;

2) an identification of the spatial features of the spatial object, such as surfaces, edges

and vertices; and

3) a parametric description of important dimensions and other geometric attributes and

the methods for computing these dimensions from the identified spatial features.
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The representation of spatial information at levels 1 and 2 uses an architecture for geometric

reasoning described by Woodbury [12], which consists of classes of spatial sets, features,

abstractions, and constraints

1) Classes of spatial sets. By class he means a template of attributes and methods that
can inherit attributes and methods from other superclasses of templates. For
example, the template for a cube would inherit attributes and methods from a template
for a polyhedra. By spatial set he refers to the features, abstractions and constraints
that are used to describe geometry.

2) Features. A feature is a reference to some part of a more complete geometric
representation. The underlying geometric representation governs the types of spatial
features to which a feature object can refer. For example, if the underlying geometric
representation is a boundary representation (B-rep), then the features will be either
vertices, edges, surfaces, or volumes. Fig. 5 shows an example of an underlying
boundary representation geometric modelling object and the features to which
reference might be made.

3) Abstractions. An abstraction can be thought of as a derived feature. If the underlying
geometric representation does not directly support a desired feature, such as the
centerline of a volume, then it must be computed from features that are available,
such as the top and bottom surfaces.

4) Constraints. A constraint is an expression between attributes of features or
abstractions that is maintained as changes are made to the geometry.

Vertex feature Surface Feature

Edge Feature

Fig. 5 - Sample Features of a B-Rep of a Cube

Such an architecture is designed to exist above a formal geometric modelling system,

reference important features of the objects within the underlying geometric modelling object,

and facilitate inferences concerning geometry. In short, geometry can be described and

reasoned with using a collection of features, such as surfaces, edges, and vertices that are

1. In this work, the concept of abstractions is not utilized, but will eventually be
incorporated. For now, the concept of abstraction is treated the same as a
feature.
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important for making spatial inferences about the object; the collection of features is referred

to by Woodbury as a class of spatial sets. In this work, the classes of spatial sets are

represented as spatial primitive objects that simply possess a reference to the underlying

geometric modeling object and the important features of that underlying spatial description.

As an example, consider the cube shown in Fig. 5. The underlying boundary representation of

the cube would represent each vertex, edge and surface in the cube and the topologic

structure of these features. Hence, the geometric modelling object for a cube contains a

vertex list, edge list, and a surface list. The ordering in the list has topologic meaning. A

spatial primitive, for which the cube is a complete representation of its geometry, would

possess an attribute that contains the name of this geometric modelling object. Important

spatial features of this geometric modelling object to which the spatial primitive refers (for

example, top-surface and bottom-surface) could be generated and made to reference the

parts of the underlying geometric model object that represent the top- and bottom-surface;

that is what features do - they refer to parts of the underlying geometric representation.

These spatial features would then be placed in the "features" attribute of the spatial primitive,

representing the spatial features of the spatial primitive that can be referred to. The presence

of spatial features is very important for several reasons: 1) spatial constraints will be written

between features of spatial primitives (discussed later) to describe how two primitives are

spatially related, and 2) constraints will be written linking the Important parameters, such as

dimensions, of the spatial primitive to the attributes of these spatial features. Each of these

spatial feature objects will possess methods for computing their own geometric dimensions

and other information from the portion of the underlying geometric modelling object to which

they refer. For example, a surface feature will be able to compute its surface area.

The third level of geometric description is accomplished through a set of parameters that

describe the important dimensions of the spatial primitive. These parametric dimensions are

used to generate the underlying solids model and are related to its resulting features. For

example, the height and radius of a cone are used to generate the underlyng solids model

shown in Fig. 6. These two parameters are then be related to the resulting features of that

cone; e.g., the height is equal to the distance, in the direction of the normal to the bottom

surface of the cone, between the cone tip and the bottom surface (see Fig. 6). To ensure that

the parameter values remain consistent with the features (which will be subject to movement

due to the propagation of spatial constraints described later), parameter/feature constraints

(described in a later section) must be defined to watch these two features for movement and

recalculate the value of height accordingly. Because of the possibility of form-function

constraints (described in a later section) being defined between the dimensional parameter

(height) and some functional attribute, constraints must also be defined to watch the height
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Fig. 6 - Relationship Between Parameters and Features

parameter for changes in value and move one or both of the features accordingly. Which

features are moved depends on the defined relationship between the parameter and the

features. For the cone, the change in height is shared by both the ConeTip and the

BottomSurface. It may also be possible to ask the user which feature should be moved

instead of presupposing a feature movement strategy.

Hence, each spatial primitive thus possesses a reference to the underlying complete

geometric modelling object, a set of features that refer to parts of the underlying geometric

model, and a set of dimensional parameters related to the features.

Note, that if the underlying geometric modelling environment is implemented in the same

object-oriented environment as that in which the functional system and constraints are

described, and the parts of the geometric modelling objects (vertices, edges and surfaces)

are themselves represented as objects, the spatial primitive's feature objects are the vertex,

edge, and surface objects of the underlying geometric model. What will happen in this case is

that the objects used by the geometric modelling environment would be augmented with

attributes and methods needed to describe the interrelationships between its features and

dimensional parameters, and the objects used to describe the individual faces, edges and

vertices would be given more meaningful names. If the underlying modelling environment is

not founded in an object-oriented environment (like the VEGA environment used by

WoodburyJ12]), thq feature objects are different from, and refer to, those objects in the

underlying geometric modelling environment.

The material description of a spatial primitive, i.e., the description of a physical object, is

achieved by identifying the material object describing the material composing the space. The

spatial primitive then inherits all material properties from the identified material object. The

materials from which building components are made is yet another hierarchy of objects
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contained in this model. These objects, however, provide only static information about

material properties and are very simply implemented in an object-oriented environment.

4.3.2. Composite Volumes

While the spatial primitives are used to describe the lowest level of spatial decomposition, the

intermediate levels of spatial description are achieved through composite volumes.

Composite volumes, as the name implies, are composed of other composite volumes or

spatial primitives, meaning that all of their geometric properties are derived from the features

of the component volumes. Hence, composite volumes have an attribute, components, in

which the volumes that comprise the composite volumes are stored. Although composite

volumes are aggregations of spatial primitives and other composite volumes, they differ from

spatial systems (described in the next section) in that they still represent physical objects,

albeit more complex physical objects.

The composite volume is generated by identifying the component volumes that comprise the

composite volume and then describing the spatial constraints, such as attachment, between

the features of these component volumes (see Fig. 7.). These constraints represent the

Component Volumes

Attachment
Constraints

width a function
of two surfaces

Composite Volume

Fig. 7 - Composite Volumes

essence of the composite volume; simply identifying the components of a composite volume
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does not state how the components interact to form the whole - this is the role of the spatial

constraint. Any attribute associated with the composite volume is expressed in terms of the

attributes of features of its component spatial primitives and the parameters of its component

composite volumes. For example, the overall width of the composite volume shown in Fig. 7.

is a function of the location of the outside surface features of the two opposing component

volumes also shown in Fig. 7.

After the spatial constraints between the features of the component volumes have been

defined, and the composite parameters have been defined in terms of the features of its

component spatial primitives and parameters of its component composite volumes, it is

possible to modify the spatial characteristics of a component volume and have the spatial

characteristics of the composite volume be automatically modified through spatial constraint

propagation. This in turn, may cause other composite volume parameters to be updated, and

so on.

For composite volumes, the important dimensional parameters and their relationships to their

component spatial primitives and composite volumes have to be defined at the time that the

composite volume is constructed. At first, this requirement appears to be unrealistic for any

reasonably complicated composite. However, in much the same way that one can define

libraries of spatial primitives (blocks, cones, etc.), it is possible to define classes of commonly

used composite volumes and predefine a lot of the parameters in terms of the features of their

component volumes. If one uses one of these predefined classes of composite volumes, or

takes the time to define a class of composite volumes, then form-function constraints can

then be expressed between this composite volume and a functional subsystem. As will be

discussed in a later section, form-function constraints can be used to specify how the shape

of an object should change due to a change in its function, and vice-versa.

Hence, the spatial primitive and composite volume provide us with a mechanism for describing

the shape, location and orientation of the physical objects and assemblies of physical objects

that make up a building. Note, that there is no requirement that each spatial primitive be

linked to functional primitive. Composite volumes may be linked to a functional primitive

meaning that the individual spatial primitives do not provide function until they are aggregated

into a composite.

4.3.3. Spatial Systems and Subsystems

The spatial system objects are intended to represent abstract spaces within a building such as

floors, wings, rooms, etc, and their hierarchical and spatial interrelationships, e.g., wings are

made up of rooms. Spatial system objects consist of a set of parameters that describe the

abstract space (such as area, or length, width and height, and location), the function of the
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space (making the spatial system a special kind of functional system description), and the

spatial objects (primitives, composite volumes, or spatial subsystems) that are within the

boundaries of this abstract space. It is important to note here that the spatial systems and

subsystems are not represented using the underlying geometric modeller, as are the spatial

primitives.

Similar to the way that the high-level functional systems are defined in the early part of design

and refined into subsystems and functional primitives, the spatial system objects are defined

early in the design process and continually refined. Eventually, each leaf of the spatial system

decomposition (e.g., a room or hallway) is identified with a collection of spatial Drimitives and

composite volumes. Also, similar to the way the attributes of a functional system are related

to its components, the attributes of a spatial system are related to the attributes of its

components through constraints. Although these constraints need not be represented, if they

are not, the consistency of the levels of abstract spatial description can not be maintained. In

other words, if the relationship between a parameter of an abstract space (e.g., width of a

room) is not related to the physical objects that compose it (e.g., the locations of the Inside

surfaces of two of the four walls), then the abstract description of the room space may later

become inconsistent with the wall locations if either wall is moved. However, even without

constraints, the combination of the spatial system, composite volume and spatial primitive

mechanisms facilitates the description of both abstract and detailed spatial description.

For an example of the three levels of spatial description, see Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8 - Three Levels of Spatial Description
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4.4. Constraints

As illustrated in the previous sections describing functional and spatial decomposition, the

"strings" that tie the levels of spatial and functional decomposition together are constraints.

There are several types of constraints used within this model: functional constraints, spatial

constraints, and form-function constraints. These three types of constraints provide a

mechanism for describing the interrelationships of the objects within this building model.

4.4.1. Functional Constraints

Functional constraints relate the attributes of functional systems, subsystems and primitives.

They are unidirectional in that they predefine the dependent and independent attributes. If any

of the independent attributes are changed, the dependent attribute is automatically updated.

For example, consider the set of functional primitives and the functional subsystem shown in

Fig. 9. The definition of a functional constraint consists of an algebraic expression (in terms of

Functional Subsystem 1 Functional Constraint

Attributel: Expression:

A = B + C

Components A: (Attributel

Functional Subsystem 1)

1B: (Attribute1

Functional Primitive 1 Functional Primitive 2 Functional Primitive 1)
Attributel: Attributel: C: (Attributel

Functional Primitive 2)

Dependent: A

Fig. 9 - Functional Constraint

local variables), a definition of the mappings of these local variables to the attributes of the

functional system and primitives, and an identification of the dependent variable. By default,

all attributes in the expression not indicated as the dependent variable are treated as

independent variables within this constraint. However, independent variables in this constraint

may in fact be dependent variables in another constraint. When a functional constraint is

defined, active values (also known as demons and discussed in Section 2.2.) are set up to

watch the attributes associated with the independent variables. These active values act as
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representatives of the constraints and notify the constraint if any of the attribute values

associated with independent variables of the constraint are modified. Upon notification of a

change in its independent variables, the constraint "fires" and modifies the value of the

attribute associated with the dependent variable using the provided constraint expression.

Once this attribute is changed, it may cause another constraint to be activated, and in this way

the changes to functional attributes are propagated through the functional decomposition.

Note that there is an implicit assumption that the functional constraints being defined are

equality constraints and are described in a non-circular fashion. If a circular set of constraints

are defined, an infinite loop would occur. At this time, no mechanism exists to prevent the

circular definition of constraints. However, it is possible to add active values to the constraint

object itself that, during constraint definition, could parse a specified constraint expression and

trace through all existing constraints to ensure that a path does not exist between the defined

dependent variable and independent variables. The exclusive use of equality constraints in

defining functional constraints is not deemed a limitation, because it is envisioned that these

constraints represent the behavioral relationships of the components. The use of inequalities

most often occurs when defining behavioral limitations, such as those provided by design

standards. In dealing with design standards, a different class of constraints from these

functional constraints will have to be defined and handled separately. Current research is

being performed to define and manipulate standards-derived constraints on the attributes, but

does not directly impact on the representational objectives of this model.

Requiring that the constraints be non-circular presents a particular problem in that we require

that unidirectional constraints be defined from the components to the aggregate and from the

aggregate to the functional components. Remember that the latter constraints are needed in

order to ensure consistency between the functional subsystem and its components when the

functional subsystem attribute is modified due to a relationship to another functional

subsystem. This problem can be solved by giving the active values that notify constraints of a

change in a dependent variable a bit of "intelligence." The constraints defined between a

functional subsystem and its components and between the components and the functional

system can be thought of a "inverses" of each other. This is information that the active values

can use to temper their reactions. Another piece of information that is needed by the active

values is which constraint led to the change of the attribute value that they are watching.

Armed with these two pieces of knowledge, the active value simply checks to see if the value

is changed by a constraint that is an inverse of the constraint to which the active value is

reporting. If this is the case, the active value simply remains silent. If the change occurs as a

result of a constraint not known to be an inverse, the active value notifies its constraint.
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4.4.2. Spatial Constraints

There are three types of spatial constraints: constraints between the features of the spatial

primitives, constraints between the features and the parameters of the spatial object, and

constraints between the parameters of the spatial objects.

Spatial feature constraints - relate the features of one spatial object to the features of

another. Because of the nature of spatial objects, the nature of a spatial constraint is to

describe how one feature should be moved when another is moved. For example, consider

the two cubes shown in Fig. 10., where Cube1 has a feature defined as BottomSurface and

cube 1 Spatial Constraint

Expression:

CA above B

A: (BottomSurface

Cube1)

B: (TopSurface

cube 2 Cube2)

Fig. 10 - Spatial Constraint

cube2 has a feature defined as TopSurface. If the bottom surface of Cube1 is to remain above

the top surface of Cube2, a spatial constraint can be written between the two features of these

two cubes that maintains this positioning as shown in Fig. 10. If Cube2 is moved such that its

top surface is above the bottom surface of Cubel, the bottom surface of Cubel will be moved

exactly above the top surface of Cube2, as shown in Fig. 11. Note that the shape of Cubel

has been modified. If the vertical size of Cubel was not to be changed, another constraint

must be written between the bottom surface and the top surface of Cube1; the constraint

would state that the top surface is to remain a fixed distance from the bottom surface.

All spatial constraints are of the form: <feature> <operator> <feature>. Features are parts of

a spatial object as defined previously. Any feature that is moved becomes the "independent"
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cube 1 Spatial Constraint

Expression:

-. - A aboveB
A: (BottomSurface

Cubel)

B: (TopSurface
"'- '-" cbe 2Cube2)

I -

Fig. 11 - After Enforcement of Spatial Constraint

variable of any attached constraints and the other feature becomes the "dependent" variable.

The operators that can be used are as follows:

above where all vertices of the dependent feature are to have Y coordinates
greater than or equal to those of the independent feature (this operator is

the inverse of below);

below where all vertices of the dependent feature are to have Y coordinates less
than or equal to those of the independent feature (this operator is the
inverse of above);

east-of where all vertices of the dependent feature are to have X coordinates
greater than or equal to those of the independent feature (this operator is
the inverse of west-of);

west-of where all vertices of the dependent feature are to have X coordinates less
than or equal to those of the independent feature (this operator is the
inverse of east-of);

north-of where all vertices of the dependent feature are to have Z coordinates
greater than or equal to those of the independent feature (this operator is
the inverse of south-of);

south-of where all vertices of the dependent feature are to have Z coordinates less

than or equal to those of the independent feature (this operator is the
inverse of north-of); and
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attached-to where all vertices of the dependent feature are to be moved the same as
that of the independent feature (this operator is the inverse of itself).

The last operator, attached-to, can be used for representing both attachment constraints and

fixed-distance constraints. If two features are separated by a distance, but constraint to be

attached, they will maintain their original separation when either is moved.

Because of the structure of the spatial constraint, the spatial constraints are not unidirectional,

as is the case for functional constraints. If the bottom surface of Cubel was moved

downward, instead of the top surface of Cube2 being move up as in the previous example, the

same constraint would be activated. The only difference is that the bottom surface feature of

Cubel would be the independent variable and the top surface feature of Cube2 would be the

dependent variable. Cube2 would be shortened.

Whenever a spatial constraint is defined between two features, active values are attached to

both of the features to watch for any movement. If movement of one of the two features

occurs, the constraint is notified, the dependent and independent features are identified, and

the constraint expression is used to update the location of the dependent feature based on the

movement of the independent feature. Like the functional constraints, the spatial constraints

written between features must be such that there are no circularities that would cause an

infinite loop. Again, this is accomplished, at least locally, by having the active value

determine if feature movement is due to the propagation of the constraint to which it reports.

For example, if we define the constraint "A attached-to B", active values are set up to watch

features A and B. If A is moved, then the constraint is notified by the active value watching A,

which causes the constraint to move B in the same way A was moved. At that point, the active

value watching B notices a change in the location of B, but it does not notify the constraint

because B was moved as a result of the constraint to which the active value watching B

reports.

The other way in which circularities can occur is if several constraints are written that start and

end at the same feature, such as "A attached-to B", "B attached-to C", and "C attached-to

A." This situation cannot be tolerated, and must be prevented. Like with the functional

constraints, this type of circularity is not prevented, but could be by tracing the path of a new

constraint with those already defined to ensure that no circular path exists. Thus, only

non-circular set of constraints would be permitted.

Spatial feature/parameter constraints - are used to maintain consistency when parametric

dimensions are used to generate the underlying solids model; they serve to relate the

parameters to the resulting features. For example, given the cone shown in Fig. 6., a

parameter/feature constraint of the form shown in Fig. 12. can be defined to watch these two
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features for movement and recalculate the value of height accordingly.

Feature/Parameter Constraint

Expression:

ConepC SQRT((Bx - Ax) 2

(By- Ay) 2+ (Bz - Az?]

Height C: (THE Height of Conel)

Ax: (THE x-location OF
(THE BottomSurface
OF Conel))

BottomSurfa e

Bz: (THE z-location OF
(THE Tip OF Conel))

Fig. 12 - Feature/Parameter Constraint

Note, that the feature/parameter constraints were hard-coded as active-values in their first

implementation and were never actually expressed as formal constraints. However, there was

nothing about the procedures that were written that would prevent them from being expressed

in the above form.

Spatial parameter/parameter constraints - are simply algebraic constraints similar in form to

the functional constraints described previously. This type of constraint exists between the

parameters of the spatial systems and subsystems and maintain consistency between the

levels of abstraction for spatial description.

4.4.3. Form-Function Constraints

A third type of constraint that can exist between the objects in this modelling environment are

those between the functional and spatial decompositions - the form-function constraints.

These constraints describe relationships between the function of a functional object and its

spatial description represented by a spatial object (primitive, composite, or system). For

example, the relationship between the diameter of a pipe (a spatial quantity) and its flow

capacity (a functional quantity) could be represented as a form-function constraint. These

constraints are quite similar to functional constraints, where they are algebraic constraints

between the attributes of a functional system, subsystem or primitive and the dimensional

parameters of a spatial object. Note, that these form-function constraints do not directly
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interact with the spatial features. However, they indirectly impact on spatial features in that the

dimensional parameters are dependent on feature location and visa-versa.

4.5. Integrated Model

So far, the functional and spatial decompositions have been described in detail, but

separately. However, the object-oriented building model is actually an integration of these two

decompositions as shown in Fig. 13. Each functional primitive is related to either a spatial

primitive or a composite volume. For example, a beam object in the functional decomposition

may be linked to a corresponding spatial primitive that represents a wide-flange shape having

a certain length and made out of a-36 steel. However, it may alternatively be linked to a

composite volume comprised of a wide-flange section and two plates. The links between the

functional primitives and the spatial objects (shown in Fig. 13.) are shown as "is-a" links but

do not connote class/subclass relationships as they normally do; the "is-a" link between the

spatial object and the functional object permits the sharing of information (although only in one

direction - from spatial to functional) between these two building descriptions via the

inheritance capabilities of the object-oriented environment. For example, a functional system

object inherits all of the dimensional attributes, features, and underlying solids model from its

corresponding spatial object. At that point, all information about that object - function, form,

location, etc., can be accessed, even though it is represented in a distributed form (function is

separated from form in the model).

However, the unidirectional nature of the "is-a" relationship is actually inadequate for

describing and implementing the linkage between functional and spatial descriptions. The

linkage between these two descriptions should facilitate information retrieval in both directions

- while within the spatial description, it should be possible to access functional attributes and

attribute values and while within the functional description, it should be possible to access

spatial attributes and attribute values. This is not really an "is-a" relation, but rather is an "is

alternatively described by" relationship. Although no such relationship exists in current

object-oriented environments, such a relationship can be simulated by defining two is-a links,

one going in both directions. Although most current object-oriented systems will complain

about a cyclic definition, it is possible in some to define such a cycle and inherit information in

both directions. This type of relationship is vital to such a distributed representation of building

information.

Hence, the two decompositions, spatial and functional, exist as separate decompositions, but

are interrelated in several ways: by "is alternatively described by" relationships between

functional objects and spatial objects, and form-function constraints in which the

interdependencies of functional attributes and spatial attributes are defined. The benefits of
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having the two decompositions separated is that one can describe the functionality of a

building before committing to a specific form and vice-versa. Object-oriented systems that

have both form and function described in the same object do not provide this flexibility.
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5. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

What has been described in the proceeding pages is an object-oriented architecture of a

building modeiiing environhi t that would be capable of representing, in a highly integrated

manner, the functional and spatial decomposition of a constructed facility. Although small

portions of this architecture have bL ,n implemented to test the concepts described, such as

the description of spatial constraints between the features of a spatial objects and the the

description of functional constraints between the attributes of functional systems,

implementation of this modelling environment is nowhere near completion.

The architecture consists of collections of functional and spatial objects describing the various

levels of functional and spatial decomposition of a building, which are interrelated via several

types of constraints - functional, spatial and form-function constraints. The functional

description is achieved using two levels: functional systems and functional primitives. The

spatial description of the building is achieved using three levels: spatial primitives, composite

volumes, and abstract spatial systems. The geometric description of the spatial primitive is

also achieved using three levels: a complete underlying solids model, an identification of the

important features of this underlying solids model, and a set of dimensional parameters that

are related to the spatial positioning of the identified features.

Having such a modelling environment will facilitate integration of many of the tasks of the

building design, construction and maintenance process. During design, the ability to express

spatial and functional constraints between the various spatial and functional components of a

building, respectively, will provide a means of communication between designers working

concurrently on different parts of the problem. During construction, having both the functional

and spatial decompositions of a building will allow construction managers to view the building

from either perspective while decomposing the building into a set of construction activities. If

construction tasks are to be automated, this model will act as the "mental image" of the

structure and the interrelations of its parts that could be used by robotic construction activities.

Finally, during renovation the model can be used to perform "what-if " types of analyses and to

determine the effect on spatial and functional characteristics of the building to renovations and

modifications. Without the explicit representation of spatial and functional interactions,

achieved via constraints, all of the above mentioned activities are severely hindered. This is

one of the major problems with current CAD capabilities; they represent what the building

looks like, but do not capture the functional and spatial interrelationships of the objects

comprising the building.

The proposed object-oriented model architecture described in this report has yet to be

implemented, although most concepts have been tested for feasibility. From these concepts
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tests, it was determined that complete implementation of this model will require a computing

environment that tightly integrates the following capabilities (none currently exists and is why

this architecture has not been fully implemented):

1) Object-Oriented Programming. For our testbed, we used KEE[7]. While KEE provided
the requisite capabilities of object-oriented programming, it was too cumbersome and
at times inflexible. What we need is an environment, for which we have the source
code, that provides object-oriented programming capabilities and would allow us to
integrate the other capabilities described below.

2) Object-Oriented Solids Modelling. For our testbed, we used VANTAGE[11], an
object-oriented solids modeller developed at Carnegie Mellon University by Professor
Takeo Kanade. While we do have the source to VANTAGE, it is implemented in an
object-oriented environment other than KEE. Translation into KEE, although possible,
was not performed. Instead, we attempted to have objects in KEE refer to the frames
in the frame-based environment of VANTAGE. While this linkage worked for our

testbed, it was extremely clumsy. From our experiences, we have concluded that theI
solids modeller must be imlemented in the obiect-oriented environment, allowing the
VANTAGE obiects to actually be the spatial features to which our spatial primitives
refer. This will solve one of our major problems: "How do the features of an object
get automatically defined so that we can write constraints between them?"

3) Constraint Expression and Management. For our testbed, we started to implement a
constraint expression and management facility, but found this to be a very large
project all by itself. Because of the massive number of constraints envisioned to

eventually exist in the model described in this report, a constraint management system
implemented on top of an object-oriented environment is extremely vital to the

successful implementation of this model. It should be noted here, that there is work
being done within the Mechanical Engineering Department at the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign to develop a constraint expression and management system within
a KEE-like environment for which source code is available.
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